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Theorem. There exist three complete inner product spaces {Si, Qi \,

{$2, Q2}, and {Si, Q3} such that if Nu N2, and A3 are the norms corre-

sponding to the inner product functions Qi, Q2, and Qz, respectively, then

(1) if x is in Si then x is in S2 and N2(x) ^Ni(x),

(2) if y is in S2 then y is in S3 and A3(y) ^ N2(y),

(3) Si is dense in S3 with respect to N3, and

(4) the orthogonal complement of Si in {S2, Q2} is one dimensional

so that Si is not dense in S2 with respect to N2.

General construction. Let {S, Q) be a complete (complex)

inner product space which is not finite dimensional, A be a linear

transformation from 5 into S such that 0^Q(Ax, x) ^Q(x, x) for all

x in S and All2(S) is dense in {S, Q} without being all of S, u be a

point in S but not in All2(S) such that Q(u, u) = 1, M be the orthogo-

nal complement of u in [S, Q) with projection PM = l — Q(-, u)u,

and B=A1I2PmA112. (A112 denotes that square root of A which is

Hermitian and nonnegative with respect to Q; similar meaning should

be attached to B112.)

Now [4, Lemma 1, p. 48], B1'2(S) =A^2PM(S) =A1'2(M), so the

orthogonal complement of B1I2(S) in {S, Q] is the subset of S to

which y belongs only in case ^41/2y is orthogonal to M in \S, Q\, i.e.,

only in case PmA 1/2y = 0 so that A ll2y = Q(A ll2y, u)u: since u is not in

A1,2(S), this implies that All2y = 0 whence y is orthogonal to ^41/2(S)

in {S, Q] so that y = 0. Thus, B1'2(S) is dense in {S, Q).

An inner product Qa (or All2(S) is given [2, Theorem 1, p. 664] by:

QA(A1'2x, A1i2y)=-Q(x, y) for each fx, y) in 5X5. Hence, the or-

thogonal complement of B1>2(S) in {A1I2(S), QA) is the set to which z

belongs only in case there is a point y in S such that z = ^41/2y and

0 = QA(All2PMx, z) = Q(Pmx, y) for every x in S, i.e., y belongs to the

orthogonal complement of M in {5, Q}. Therefore, the orthogonal

complement of B1I2(S) in {^41/2(5), Qa] is the one dimensional sub-

space generated by All2u.

The three complete inner product spaces {Si, 0i}> {52, Q2}, and

{S3, Os}   can now be identified: Si = P"2(S)  and Qi(Bl'2x, Bl'2y)
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= <2(x, y) for each {x, y) in SXS, {S2, Q2} = {.41/2(5), QA], and

{S3, Qz\ = {S, Q\. All assertions in the theorem follow from the

preceding discussion.

Realization. Let I he the identity function on the interval [0, l],

5 be the set of all functions x from [0, l] to the plane such that

x(0)=0 and the Hellinger integral J0\dx\2/dl exists, Qix, y)

= J\dxdy*/dI for each {x, y} in SXS, A be the subset of SXS to

which {x, y} belongs only in case y(0 =/012dx for each t in [0, l],

and u — I: A112 is the subset of SXS to which {x, y} belongs only in

case y(t) =/0 Idx for each / in [0, 1 ], iWf is the set of all x in 5 such

that x(l) =0, Pm is the subset of SXS to which {x, y} belongs only

in case y = x —x(l)7, and P is the subset of 5X5 to which {x, y\ be-

longs only in case y(t) =/0 I2dx — it2/2)Jl Idx for each t in [0, l].

Corollary result. Let {S, Q) be a complete inner product space:

an {5, Q} kernel system [3, pp. 256-259] is asequence {PJi, E, Si, Q\\

such that E is a set and {5j, Qi\ is a complete inner product space

of functions from E to 5 in which K~i is the kernel, i.e., Ki is a function

from EXE such that

(i) if \s,t\ is in EXE then P\(s, t) is a linear transformation from

5 into 5 and

(ii) if {t,y} is inE X 5 then Ki[-,t]y belongs to Si and Qi(f, Ki[-, t]y)

= <2(/(0,y)foreach/in51.

According to Jessner [l], the {S, Q] kernel system {Ku E, Si, Qi\

is approximately included in the system {K2, E, S2, Q2} in case there

is a subset of 52 which is dense in [Si, Qi] or, equivalently [l, Theo-

rem 3.1], 52 is dense in the space with kernel Ki-\-K2. We now have

a negative answer to the implicit question [l] of transitivity of the

approximate inclusion relation.

Suppose {5, Q} is not finite dimensional, E is any set, and A and B

are linear transformations from 5 into 5 as indicated in the foregoing

General Construction. Let Pi and K2 and K3 be the constant func-

tions from EXE (to the set of linear transformations from 5 into 5)

given by: P,(5, t)=A-B,K2(s, t) = l,K3(s, t)=B;in the {S, £>} ker-

nel systems {Ku E, Su Qi) and {K2, E, S2, Q2\ and {P3, E, 53, t>3},
5i and S2 and 53 are spaces of constant functions from E into 5 and,

thus, susceptible of harmless identification with subsets of 5, indeed

[2, Theorem l], [3, Theorem 2.7], with the respective subsets

(A-Byi2(S) and 5 and B'^iS). Hence, 5i is included in 52, and 53

is dense in {S2, Q2\ = {S, Q\. However, 53 is not dense in the space

with kernel K1+K3, this latter space being identifiable [loc. cit.] with

the space {^1/2(5), QA}.

Application to operator valued measures. Suppose {5, Q},
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A, and B are as indicated in the foregoing paragraph and also that,

as in the Realization, the number 1 does not belong to the point-

spectrum of A. For each nonzero x in S, Q(Ax, x)<Q(x, x) so N(Bx)

<N(PMA1'2x) ^N(A1>2x) <N(x): hence, 1 does not belong to the

point-spectrum of B and (1— B)1I2(S) is dense in {S, Q}. Now, let

{0i, <t>2, 4>3} be a sequence of functions from the interval [0, l] to the

space T of continuous linear transformations in {S, Q\ such that if

0<r<l then <pi(r)=A—B and <p2(r) = 1/2 and 03(/)=P, whereas

fj> = l, 2, 3), ^(0) = 0 and <pp(l) = l. Define Kp (p = l, 2, 3) on the

square [0, l]x[0, l] such that Kp(s, t) =q>p((s+t- \ s-t\ )/2), so

that the {S, Q} kernel system {Kp, [0, l], Sp, Qp) is as follows [3,

p. 259], [4, p. 76]: the function/ from [0, l] to S belongs to Sp only

in case/(0)=0, and the Hellinger integral /q N([dcj>p]~ll2df)2 exists;

if {/, g} is in SPXSP, Qp(f, g) =Jl Q([dd>p]-^2df, [cUp^Hg). Now, <f>i
is absolutely continuous with respect to 4>2, and <j>2 with respect to (/>3,

in the Hellinger (Radon-Nikodym) sense that there exist functions

a and j3 from [0, l] to T, each Hermitian valued with respect to Q,

such that for r in [0, l] <l>i(r)=fr0 [d<p21/2da]*[d<p21/2da] and cf>2(r)

= /o [d<t>;1/2dp]*[d<b;1/2dp]. For instance: a(0) =/3(0) =0, a(r)

= [(1/2)(A-B)]U2 and /3(r) = [(l^P]1'2 for 0<r<l, a(l)

= [(l/2)(A-B)]u2+[(l/2)(l-A+B)Yi2 and 0(1) = [(l^P]1'2

+ [(1/2)(1— B)]112. However, there does not exist a function y from

[0, l] to T, Hermitian valued with respect to Q, such that <pi(r)

= /o [^3~1/2^7]*[#3"1/2^7] for r in [0, l]. Indeed, if there were such

a function y then there would be an Hermitian member C of T such

that A-B= [P-1/2C]*[JB-1'2C]: supposing we have such a C, let P

be the projection in {S, Q} onto (A —B)(S), the one dimensional sub-

space generated by A^u; (1 -P) [P-^C]* = 0, P-1'2C(1-P) =0,

C(1-P)=0, and so C(S) lies in P(S) since PC = PC*=(CP)* = C*
= C; but, C(S) is also required to lie in P1'2(S) (for B-^C to be in T)

and, as shown under General Construction, P(S) is the orthogonal

complement of B1I2(S) in {A1I2(S), Qa}—a contradiction.
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